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A scheme formultiple-choice testing has been developed, based on simple probability theory, that takes into consideration

partial knowledge and omissions of responses. It is tested against other methods which also take partial knowledge into

account, namely, elimination testing formultiple-choice tests, as well as the conventional dichotomousmethod of scoring.

The scheme is thought of as novel, in that it considers partial knowledge and omissions using a developedmethod based on

probability theory.The results obtainedwere found tobequite similar to the ‘more-complicated-to-use’ elimination testing

and lower results were found when compared with the conventional dichotomous method. Although the work here was

undertaken to enhance testingwithin engineering education, there is no reasonwhy this approach cannot be applied to any

number of areas within science and arts subjects.
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1. Introduction

Testing usingmultiple-choice questions is becoming

increasingly popular in higher education because it

can be used effectively to assess the breadth of

knowledge in large cohorts of students [1] and is

viewed favourably by both instructors and students

[2]. Very often, especially in the first year of higher
education, large cohorts of students have to be

examined, a broad array of topics have to be

included in the examination and students expect

relatively fast feedback on their efforts. These can be

achieved relatively easily by using tests with multi-

ple-choice questions [3–6].Multiple-choice tests can

also allow the level of difficulty of a test to be more

easily controlled [7, 8].
However, in spite of the apparent benefits men-

tioned above,multiple-choice testing should beused

with caution. First there is the accusation that they

typically promote shallow (factual recall) rather

than deep learning (higher order skills) [5, 9] and

fail to assess students’ critical and communication

skills or do not allow the capacity to develop an

argument [10]. Other criticisms are of a decreased
validity of tests due to guessing and failure to credit

partial knowledge [11] and take into account the

effect of omission of answers on the response sheet

[12–14]. These concerns are addressed in this work.

Guessing during a test containingmultiple-choice

questions has long been a concern of examiners and

much early work to correct for this has been carried

out [15–17], although conversely others argue that
guessing should not be a significant concern for test

writers because examinees with a moderate level of

engagement in the coursematerial will rarely engage

in truly random guessing [18, 19].

Although examinees may not be able to identify

the correct answer to a multiple-choice question,

they can quite often identify some of the options as

being incorrect, and this is known as partial knowl-

edge. It can be deduced then that an examinee’s
knowledge concerning a multiple-choice question

falls into one of the following categories: full knowl-

edge, partial knowledge, absence of knowledge,

partial misconception and full misconception, and

therefore any attempt to measure knowledge

dichotomously would be unsatisfactory [20]. Also

considered here is the tendency for examinees to

omit answers. The tendency to omit items appears
to be closely related to cognitive ability, which can

be expected simply because higher ability examinees

will be able to answermore items of a given question

than lower ability examinees [21]. Along with cog-

nitive ability, there may a higher tendency to omit

answers by females as opposed to males. Today this

tendency still exists [22, 23], although it is gradually

becoming less pronounced [24], and is probably due
to males being more willing to be higher risk takers

than females. To have a method that can take into

account omitted answers will help close the differ-

ence between male and female results, but not

entirely.

To take both partial knowledge and omission of

responses into account, a method based on simple

probability has been developed here. The method is
novel in that it considers partial knowledge and
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omission of answers, using a theory based on simple

probability that produces continuous functions that

are suitable for multiple-choice assessment. It

should be recognized that the application of the

approach used here can be applied to many areas

and levels of education.
The method is best used with an integrated

computer-based test and item-analysis system,

which has also been developed here, to reduce the

tasks of grading and item analysis following testing.

Computer-based tests offer several advantages over

traditional paper-and-pencil testing in that there is a

reduction in costdue todata entry, amuch improved

rate of disclosure, ease of conversion into databases
and reduced risks due to human error [25, 26]. There

is also some evidence that they are easier to mani-

pulate to reduce cheating [27].

2. Research objectives

The specific research objectives associated with this

work are:

1. The development of a scoring method based on

simple probability theory, which considers par-

tial knowledge and omission of answers in

multiple-choice testing.
2. The development of formative assessment soft-

ware and of a computerized formative assess-

ment system.

3. The determination of the effectiveness of prob-

abilistic scoring against the dichotomous

method of assessment.

4. The determination of the effectiveness of prob-

abilistic scoring against existing elimination
methods.

3. Probabilistic scoring method

3.1 Partial knowledge

An assumption is first made that the examinees

possess partial knowledge as the ability to eliminate
some, but not all, of the wrong answers [28]. This

definition is extended here to include partial and full

misconception, which is the ability to eliminate

some of the answers, one of which may be the

right answer. Let the random variable Xni denote

examinee n’s response to the multiple-choice item i,

where Xni can be either correct or incorrect, and

must be present. Also, let � be the continuous
variable representing knowledge (which is either

full, partial or none existent) that examinee n

possesses regarding item i. For convenience, �ni
will lie in the range –1 to+1,with importantmarkers

within the range being –1, indicating a complete

misconception, 0 indicating no knowledge and 1

indicating full knowledge.

For 0 � � � 1 and allowing form alternatives for

each multiple-choice item, it can be deduced that an

examinee sees mþ ð1�mÞ� possible answers for

item i so therefore the probability of choosing the
correct or incorrect answer for a positive or zero

amount of knowledge would be

pðXniC j�Þ ¼
1

mþ ð1�mÞ�

pðXniI j�Þ ¼
ðm� 1Þ þ ð1�mÞ�

mþ ð1�mÞ� ð1Þ

where C and I in the subscripts stand for correct

and incorrect responses respectively.

Equations (1) were deduced by first assuming � to
be positive and there are m possible responses per

question. If, for the moment, the correct response is

disregarded, this leaves m� 1 wrong answers. If an

examinee then crosses out some of these wrong

responses in proportion to his/her amount of

knowledge then �ðm � 1Þ of the wrong responses

will have been eliminated and ð1� �Þðm� 1Þwrong
responses remain. On including the right response
an examinee would see 1 þ ð1� �Þðm� 1Þ or

mþ 1ð1�mÞ� possible responses and so with

equal probability assigned to each response, the

probability of choosing the correct answer is one

in mþ ð1�mÞ�.
For �1 � � < 0, and again allowing for m alter-

natives for each multiple-choice item, the absolute

amount of knowledge is used and it can be deduced
that an examinee can see mþ ð1�mÞj�j possible
answers for item i and therefore the probability of

choosing the correct or incorrect answer for a

negative amount of knowledge would be

pðXniC j�Þ ¼
1� j�j

mþ ð1�mÞj�j

pðXniI j�Þ ¼
ðm� 1Þ þ ð2�mÞj�j

mþ ð1�mÞj�j ð2Þ

Equations (2) were deduced, this time with � as a
negative and disregarding, for the moment, one of
the wrong responses. This leaves m� 1 responses,

one of which is correct, and the examinee now

crosses out some of the answers in proportion to

his/her absolute value of his/her amount of knowl-

edge. This leads to j�jðm� 1Þ of the responses being
eliminated and leaves ð1� j�jÞðm � 1Þ responses.At
this stage the probability that the right response is

still available is 1 � j�j. After uncovering the wrong
response theexamineenowsees1 þ ð1� j�jÞðm � 1Þ
or mþ ð1�mÞj�j responses in all. If the correct

answer is still available the probability that the

examinee picks it is one inmþ ð1�mÞj�j.
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3.2 Partial knowledge with omissions

Theabove theory is nowadded toby considering the

case where some of the examinee responses are

omissions. The probability of omissions can be

considered as a function of the probability of

omission conditional on the amount of knowledge

an examinee has coupled with the prior probability

of the amount of knowledge. This can be written as

pðXniOÞ ¼
X

n

pðXniOj�nÞpð�nÞ ð3Þ

where the subscript O refers to omissions.

As � is a continuous random variable, Equation 3

can be re-written as

pðXniOÞ ¼
ð1

�1
pðXniOj�Þpð�Þd� ð4Þ

Assuming that the examiner has no prior informa-

tion about the examinee’s amount of knowledge

then pð�nÞ is non-informative and is equal for all n,
giving pð�nÞ ¼ 0:5.
An assumption is made that an examinee will

always omit the response if their amount of knowl-

edge is, say, between, –l and l, and never have

omissions otherwise, whichmeans that the uncondi-

tional probability of omission is l. The uncondi-

tional probability of omission with the proportion

of the questions omitted can nowbe calculated, thus

pðXniOj�Þ ¼ 1 when � 2 ð�l; lÞ, and 0 otherwise

pðXniOj�Þ � Ið�PO;POÞ ð5Þ

where Po is the proportion of omitted responses.

Since the amount of knowledge � is a continuous
variable, Bayes’ theorem can be written as

pð�jX Þ ¼ pðX j�Þpð�Þ
pðXÞ ð6Þ

where

pðX Þ ¼
ð
pðX j�Þpð�Þ d�

From Equation 6, the distribution of knowledge

given an omission becomes

pð�jXniOÞ ¼
Ið�PO;POÞ

2PO

¼ Uð�PO;POÞ ð7Þ

The expected value and variance of the amount of

knowledge are

E½�jXniO� ¼ 0 ð8aÞ

Var½�jXNiO� ¼
P2
O

3
ð8bÞ

The conditional probabilities for the correct and

incorrect responses are still as given in Equations 1

and 2, except that the equations only apply to

knowledge greater in the range l < � < �l.
The equations used to calculate the expected

values of knowledge and the variances of knowledge

for correct and incorrect responseswhile accounting
for partial knowledge and omissions of responses

are quite long and not given here, except by way

of demonstration, the expected value of knowledge

given a correct response is shown in the Appen-

dix.

The test score S is the average amount of knowl-

edge � for all the questions. To keep a test score in
the range 0 < S < 1, the average amount of knowl-
edge is rescaled by dividing by two and adding one

half.

It can be shown that the expected value of the test

score is

EðSj’Þ ¼
1þ PCEð�jXniCÞ þ PIEð�jXniIÞ þ POEð�jXniOÞ

2

ð9Þ
where

’ ¼ fN;PC ;PI ;POg

and the subscripts C and I stand for correct and

incorrect responses respectively. N;PC ;PI are the

total number of questions in the multiple-choice

test, the proportion of correct responses and the

proportion of incorrect responses. This means that

the expected value of the test score is the rescaled

sum of the expected amount of knowledge condi-
tional on each type of response, times the propor-

tion of questions that have that response.

With the assumption that the amount of knowl-

edge associated with each question in the test is

independent of the amount of knowledge associated

with the other questions (a reasonable assumption if

no two questions cover closely related topics), then

VarðSj’Þ ¼
PCVarð�jXniCÞ þ PIVarð�jXniI Þ þ POVarð�jXniOÞ

4N

ð10Þ

From Equation 10 it can be seen that the variance

decreases as the number of questions increases, so

the addition ofmore questions determines an exam-

inee’s score more accurately.
The variation of the equations used to calculate

the expected values of knowledge and the variances

of knowledge for correct and incorrect responses

while accounting for partial knowledge and omis-

sions of responses with the number of alternatives
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per multiple-choice item, m, and the percentages of
omissions is shown on Fig. 1.

These values, together with Equation 9, are used

to calculate the test score for the probabilistic

scoring method. Confidence intervals for the score

can also be deduced using these values together with

Equations 9 and 10.

4. Methods and procedures

Because of the ease of use and efficiency, the multi-

ple-choice format for testing is popular, but the

inherentweakness of the conventional dichotomous
method of scoring limits informative feedback to

improve the teachingprocess and facilitate students’

continuous learning. In the cycle of teaching and

learning this weaknessmust be addressed so that the

assessment supports teaching and learning develop-
ment rather than becoming the ‘final event’.

4.1 Design of a multiple-choice item

In this work, eachmultiple-choice item is composed

of a correct answer and several distractors. The
design of distractors is very important [29], for

example, parallel grammar was adopted to avoid

giving clues, options addressed the same content,

common examinee errors were incorporated into

distractors, true statements that do not correctly

answer the question were used, and the distractors

were all reasonable choices. A good database was

maintained by the instructors who have taught the
course more than once, and note was taken of

questions with a large proportion of correct (or

incorrect) responses as these have little value in

discrimination [30].
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4.2 Subjects

The subjects were 63 first year university students in

the first semester of an engineering course with

personal characteristics as summarized in Table 1.

4.3 Formative assessment software

A computer-aided assessment package was written

using the Java programming language. The Gra-

phicalUser Interface (GUI)was designed consisting

of a series of JFrames on which were placed panels,

buttons, text fields, labels, checkboxes, images and

animations as appropriate. The package was fully
interactive and designed to be user friendly [31]. The

GUI was networked to a central server where data

could be deposited, stored and retrieved for further

analysis. A database was constructed and placed on

the server, consisting of 300 multiple-choice ques-

tions, which fully covered the teaching material.

Each question was designated a weighting factor

according to its degree of difficulty.
In order to compare the current probabilistic

scoring method with other methods the examinees

were asked to complete their tests bywayof theGUI

using the elimination testing method [32]. In this

way full data for analyses and comparisons of the

probabilistic scoring method and the conventional

dichotomousmethod of scoring were also implicitly

gathered. The eliminationmethod takes only partial
knowledge into account, by allowing an examinee to

choose as many incorrect options as they can

identify. One point is awarded for each incorrect

choice identified, but k points are deducted (where

k ¼ m� 1) if the correct option is identified as

incorrect. Then elimination testing can be classified

as: completely correct score (+3), partially correct

score (+2, +1), no-understanding score (0), partially

incorrect score (partial misconception) (–1, –2),
completely incorrect score (full misconception)

(–3) [33]. It has however been claimed that exam-

inees find the test instructions associated with the

foregoing classification complicated and confusing

and so a more direct and therefore easier to under-

stand classification has been adopted for this work

[6]. The classification is: full knowledge (4), partial

knowledge (3, 2, 1), absence of knowledge (0),
partial misconception (–1, –2) and full misconcep-

tion (–3).

It is very important that examinees are told

explicitly about the scoring that is being used.

When negative marking is used, it is important to

indicate that answering based on partial knowledge

(i.e. being able to eliminate some options) is gen-

erally advisable, but random guessing is not. There-
fore at the beginning of each test, the test

instructions and scoring guide were available for

viewing as shown in Table 2.

Figure 2 shows a typical interface for the for-

mative assessment software. To help ensure that an

examinee had carefully considered the range of

answer options fully per question, the software

was designed so that the examinee could not
submit the solution without choosing an answer

from each of the alternatives placed in the JCombo-

Box for each of the four answer options.

4.4 Formative assessment system

An overall view of the Formative Assessment

System is shown in Fig. 3. The system provides a

platform for computer-based elimination testing as

well as algorithms to derive the results for the

probabilistic scoring and dichotomous methods.
The computer-based assessment system is linked

to the Answer Records, which is a database to

collect and store the complete answer record.
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Table 1. Personal characteristics

Characteristic

Average age
Percentage female
Major

Preferred assessment style(s)
� Final written examination
� MCQ topical tests
� Assignments
� Orals

19.5 years
43%
Mechanical Eng. 76%,
Civil Eng. 24%

21%
46%
23%
10%

Table 2. Test instructions and scoring guides

Test instructions Scoring guide per question

1. If you are sure an option is correct then
Select: Correct

2. If are sure an option(s) is incorrect then
Select:Wrong

3. If you are not sure of an option(s) then
Select: Not Sure

4. If you wish to not answer the question, simply enter
Not Sure for each option.

Four entries of Not Sure for a question means that you have
omitted the question.

You are encouraged to omit answers rather than guess answers

Your score for each question will be calculated as:

Onemark is awarded if theoptionwithCorrect is the correct answer.

One mark is awarded if the option withWrong is the wrong answer.

Nomark is awarded for theoptionwhereNotSurehasbeen selected.

If Not Sure has been selected for all of the options of a question no
marks are awarded for that question.

You score per question will be in the range –3 to 4.



There is also a feedback loop to enable students to

check their own learning process and increase their

learning efficiency by means of constructive inter-

action. The main functions of the computer-based
assessment are: to verify a student’s eligibility for

the test, to display test information, including times,

how the test is scored and the test items. The

Question Bank is normally accessed by instructors

to design tests, revise tests or re-use tests. The system

allows the assessment designer to edit multiple-

choice questions, constructed-respond items and

true/false items as well as specifying scoring

modes. It can also be used for creating original

questions, browsing/selecting questions and
random selection of test items. For security, each

instructor is allowed to specify for a test: the starting

time of a test, who can take the test, the scoring

mode, the time allowed and question values. Then

only eligible examinees can take the test at a

specified time.
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4.5 Procedure

Eight topical testswere administered over a 12-week
semester. Each of the eight tests included 20 multi-

ple-choice questions. Themajor areas coveredwere:

differentiation, partial differentiation, integration,

ordinary differential equations, polar-coordinate

systems, numerical methods, matrices and vectors

and probability. All multiple-choice items within

the tests had three distractors and one correct

answer.
Several precautions were taken to ensure that

examinees understood the elimination testing pro-

cedure. First, before the initial test, lecture time was

used to explain the procedure, with a demonstration

given. Second, sample tests were made available

through the university library, and third, examinees

were given time to read and fully comprehend the

instructions as given in Table 2.

5. Results and discussion

5.1 Probabilistic scoring method

The main aim of this work is the development and

analysis of the use of a probabilistic scoring method
for tests that use multiple-choice items. The method

is based on basic rules of probability and accounts

for partial knowledge and omission of answers.

Fundamental to the method is the generation of

distributions of the probability density of knowl-

edge conditional on correct and incorrect responses.

These distributions are shown in Fig. 4 for the

alternative number for each multiple-choice item
set at 4.

When m, the number of alternatives, increases it

was found that the above probability density func-

tion, conditional on the correct response, shifts

towards one. In the limit, guessing becomes impos-

sible and only full knowledge allows the examinee to

respond correctly. The expected knowledge given

incorrect responses approaches zero and, again in

the limit, only full knowledge allows for a correct

response.All other amounts of knowledge, from full

misconception to almost full knowledge, result in an

incorrect response.

Figure 5 shows the test scores estimated from the
probabilistic scoring method as a function of the

correct responses when there are no response omis-

sions. The estimated scores are found by using

Equation 9 and the values derived from equations

used to calculate the expected values of knowledge

(for example Equation A.1) for m = 2, 4 and1.

Also shown in Fig. 5 are the confidence intervals

when the number of questions equals twenty. These
are calculated by assuming the number of questions

in a test is large and, by using the Central Limit

Theorem, that the test score S has an approximate

Gaussian distribution. The 95% confidence interval

can then be estimated using

C:I : � EðSÞ � 2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
VarðSÞ

p
ð11Þ

HereE(S) is calculated using Equation 9 andVar(S)
using Equation 10. It can be seen from Equation 10

that, as the value of m increases, the variance of

knowledge given a correct response steadily

approaches zero because it is increasingly more

difficult to guess the answer.

As the number of alternative answers per ques-

tion increases, the variance of knowledge given

incorrect responses approaches one third because
the distribution of knowledge approaches a uniform

distribution from negative one to positive one.

5.2 Analyses of examinee guessing

The problem of examinee guessing, when using the
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probabilistic scoring method, was first investigated

by using the results for the bottom 30% of the

examinee sample ranked according to their dichot-

omous scores [34]. The procedure [35] is to check the

performance of relatively low-ability examinees for
themost difficult items, and if guessingwasminimal,

the performance of these examinees would be close

to zero or below the chance level of 25%. The most

difficult items were those with the lowest p-value

(proportion of examinees who answer the item

correctly). The focus was on the lower relatively

lower ability group because they have the tendency

to guess since they have only partial knowledge for
most of the items [34]. The responses and dichot-

omous method scores of the lowest 30% of exam-

inees to the four most difficult items are shown in

Tables 3 and 4.

As can be seen from Table 3, the percentages of

the relatively low-ability examinees were high for

incorrect answers and the assumption is that if

random guessing is involved, then the chance of

an examinee being ‘correct’ for a four-option multi-
ple-choice item is 25%. The percentages of correct

responses can be seen to be some 25% below this

figure.

Table 4 shows the scores of the examinees in the

lower 30% band for these four difficult items. It can

be seen that one examinee managed to get all four

difficult items correct, whereas two got three

answers correct, one achieved only two correct
answers, three achieved one correct answer only

and twelve got none of the difficult answers correct.

It is noticeable that the amount of omitted answers

was very low, which may indicate that this low-

ability group could be considered high-risk takers.

With normal elimination testing this would benefit

an examinee [11]. Also, as the number of correct,

incorrect and omitted answers is fundamental to the
probabilistic method, high-risk takers could be a

significant threat. However from Tables 3 and 4 it is

evident that high-risk taking or guessing seems to be

of minimal concern for this method.

A second method was used to investigate gues-

sing, where the fit of the items to two- and three-

parameter item response theory models was exam-

ined. There are three basic parameters involved in
multiple-choice testing, namely, itemdifficulty, item

discrimination and guessing. The two-parameter

item response theorymodels take into consideration

items having different item difficulty and item dis-

crimination indices, but assumes minimal guessing.

The three-parameter item response theory models
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Fig. 5. Estimated score by probabilistic scoring method v. correct response. (m = 2 ,
m = 4&, m =1~, confidence interval limits (N = 20) – –).

Table 3. Responses of relatively low-ability examinees to most
difficult items

Item p-value Correct Incorrect Omits

T2, No. 10 0.481 15.40% 81.34% 3.26%
T4, No. 1 0.456 13.56% 82.21% 4.23%
T5, No. 3 0.303 11.23% 84.56% 4.21%
T5, No. 9 0.290 8.01% 90.11% 1.88%

Table 4.Performance of relatively low-ability examinees formost
difficult items

Dichotomous
method scores

Number of
examinees Percentage

4 1 5.3%
3 2 10.5%
2 1 5.3%
1 3 15.8%
0 12 63.1%



take into account all three parameters. In theory,

the three-parameter item response theory models fit

data from multiple-choice test best, but data with

minimal guessing also fit the two-parameter well.
Here a commercial software package [36] was

used for the data analyses. The item response

theory models used were the 2-Parameter Logistic

(2-PL) and 3-Parameter Logistic (3-PL), and the

response-functionmetrics set at logistic andnormal.

This gave a total of four possible item response

theory models, 2-PL logistic, 2-PL normal, 3-PL

logistic, and 3-PL normal. Since each test consisted
of 20 items,�2 statisticswas used to assess the degree

of fit of the response data to the models. If the �2

calculated at the 0.05 level of significance is greater

than the �2
critical at the associated degree of freedom,

then the item did not fit the model. The number of

misfit items for each of the eight tests and four

models are shown in Table 5.

The number of misfit items is significantly low for
the two-parameter models, which assume minimal

guessing and there is a slight decrease in the number

of misfit items for the three-parameter models,

which take guessing into consideration. It can be

seen therefore that guessing was minimal for the

probabilistic scoring method since the data fit well

with the 2-parameter item response theory which

assumes minimal guessing.

5.3 Comparison of scoring methods

The means of the test scores for the eight tests as
found by the probabilistic scoring method, the

elimination testing method and the dichotomous

method are shown in Table 6, with results marked

out of a total of twenty. It can be seen that, except

for Topical Test 5, the means (correct) found by the

dichotomous method were higher than those found

by both the probabilistic scoring method and the
elimination method. The mean values found by the

probabilistic scoring method and the elimination

testing method are in general fairly similar, but the

elimination method gives slightly higher values

throughout. As the values of both the probabilistic

scoring method and the elimination testing method

are generally giving lower mean values for each test

when compared with the dichotomous method, this
would indicate that not all the correct answers under

the dichotomous method are based on the true

knowledge of the examinees. For Topical Test 5,

the means for each of the test scores were low

(< 55%). This could mean that the test was so

difficult that the examinees could no longer rely on

knowing the correct answer,which thedichotomous

method demands, but were drawingmore on partial
knowledge to improve their scores with the prob-

abilistic scoring method and elimination testing

method.

Comparison of the probabilistic scoring method

and the elimination testing method is given on Fig.

6. Here the probabilistic scoring method is com-

pared with the elimination testing method results of

the present work and results found by the Coombs
elimination procedure [33].

It can be seen from Fig. 6 that the probabilistic

scoring method gives results similar to both the

present elimination method and the Coombs elim-

ination procedure, for the mid-range of ‘Correct

Responses’. A difference in results occurs above a

score of say 16 (80%), where the eliminationmethod

gives results some 20% higher compared with the
probabilistic scoring method. Further testing for

results above 80% is needed to see if this is just an

anomaly. The other area of concern is what happens

for a score of say less than 10 (50%). More data

would need to be generated for low scoring tests to

properly investigate this range.
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Table 5. Number of misfit items for each item response theory
model

Topical test number

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Number of misfit items

2-PL logistic 2 2 2 2 2 1 2 2
2-PL normal 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 2
3-PL logistic 1 2 1 1 1 1 2 1
3-PL normal 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1

Table 6.Means for Topical Tests 1–8

Probabilistic scoring
method

Elimination testing
method

Dichotomous
method

Score Percentage omits Full knowledge Correct

Topical Test 1 (Differentiation) 12.56 4.3% 12.86 15.67
Topical Test 2 (Partial Differentiation) 11.48 3.5% 11.51 12.43
Topical Test 3 (Integration) 12.45 3.3% 13.52 16.11
Topical Test 4 (ODEs) 11.45 6.15% 11.66 11.74
Topical Test 5 (Polar-Coordinate Systems) 11.10 7.8% 9.45 9.04
Topical Test 6 (Numerical Methods) 13.02 1.3% 14.96 18.97
Topical Test 7 (Matrices & Vectors) 12.10 2.4% 12.48 14.45
Topical test 8 (Probability) 13.06 0.7% 15.67 19.03



Repeatedmeasures, one-way analyses of variance

were conducted on the eight test scores to determine

if the tests differed in difficulty. The within-subject
factor was the number of times (8) the tests were

administered, whereas the dependent variables for

the analyses were the test scores based on the

probabilistic scoring method, the elimination

method and the dichotomous method. No signifi-

cant differences in means for any of the three

methods were found across the eight tests with

typical values of the F ratio being F(7, 434) = 1.54,
p = 0.15.

5.4 Reliabilities

Table 7 contains Cronbach � values, internal con-

sistency estimates of reliability, for the eight tests
using the probabilistic scoring method, the elimina-

tion scoring method and the dichotomous method.

The range of values, between 0.60 and 0.85 has been

proposed [37] as suitable for reliability and all the

values shown in Table 7 are within these limits. For

all eight tests, the reliabilities for the probabilistic

scoring method were greater than those for the

dichotomous method, although these differences
were somewhat marginal for three of the tests.

The probabilistic and elimination scoring meth-

ods have similar reliabilities. It can be concluded

therefore that there is a slight advantage in relia-

bility of both the probabilistic and elimination

methods when compared with the traditional

dichotomous testing. These results are in line with

[32, 38], who observed that tests using elimination

testing are more reliable than the dichotomous

method of testing.

5.5 Limitations

While the results, in the main, are encouraging,

more work needs to done for correct responses

lying in the range > 50% and < 80%. It is still not

clear nor proven that the probabilistic approach is

suitable in these ranges. This of course will require

well designed tests to direct student responses into

these areas and it is envisaged that a trial period will

be required to achieve this.
In addition to the above,more tests will be carried

out with different cohorts hopefully to confirm the

results obtained so far.

6. Conclusion

A scoring method theory based on simple prob-

ability theory that considers partial knowledge and
omission of answers in multiple-choice testing has

been developed, together with software and a

system for formative assessment.

The results obtained by the probabilistic

approach when compared with the conventional

dichotomous method of scoring were similar to

those obtained by elimination methods of scoring

in that the scores decreased significantly. The excep-
tion was when the Topical Test became difficult.

The results were tested against elimination and

dichotomous methods for multiple-choice ques-

tions with similar results to existing elimination

methods obtained in the central portion of the

‘Correct Response’ range.

Therefore the results have shown the feasibility of

adopting the probabilistic scoringmethod formulti-
ple-choice testing, providing the results lie in the

range of ‘Correct Responses’ of > 50% and < 80%.

More tests will have to be designed and conducted

to give results outside these ranges in order to

provide more confidence in the method. However,

given this proviso, the probabilistic scoring method

performed as well as other eliminationmethods and

gave similar results to these methods.
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Appendix: Expected value of knowledge given a correct response

E½�jXniC � ¼
f ðm:l 0Þ
gðm:l 0Þ Að1Þ

where

l0 ¼ 1

l
� 1 � 1

P0
� 1 Að2Þ
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Here

f ðm; l 0Þ ¼ ½ð�2 lnðl 0 þ 1Þ þ 2 lnðml 0 þ 1ÞÞm2

þ ½ðð�4þ 4 lnðml 0 þ 1Þ � 4 lnðl 0 þ 1ÞÞm2 � 2þ 6m�l 0

þ ½4m� 1þ ð�3� 2 lnðl 0 þ 1Þ þ 2 lnðml 0 þ 1ÞÞm2�ðl 0Þ2

gðm; l 0Þ ¼ ðm� 1Þðl 0 þ 1Þ½2½�2 lnðml 0 þ 1Þ þ 2 lnðl 0 þ 1Þ þ ðlnðml 0 þ 1Þ � lnðl 0 þ 1Þ þ 1�
þ 2½ðlnðml 0 þ 1Þ � lnðl 0 þ 1ÞÞmþ 2 lnðl 0 þ 1Þ � 2 lnðml 0 þ 1Þ��
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